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n the last decade or so, India
has witnessed a lot of younger
Indians joining the workforce
and the percentage of women
joining the workforce is also on
the rise. With increasing disposable income the young Indian
women investor has lots of
avenues for discretionary spending. And of course lots of
avenues to save as well. But does
she save?
In conversations with young
women, one common comment I
have heard is that “finance is for
men, why should we bother
about money?” To which my
response is that “If you work so
hard to earn your money, why
would you not spend some time
to understand how to make your
money work for you?” In fact
even today a lot of women leave
this very important task of
understanding their money to
their spouses or their family
members.
As money does materially affect
a lot of our lives’ decisions, it is
very crucial that every young
woman does delve into money
matters and plans ahead for her
life and her finances. So where
does she begin?

1

Move out of your comfort
zone and understand money As a woman you need to be comfortable talking and discussing
money – what are your assets, liabilities, income and expenses.
Remember all conversations
around money are not necessarily about numbers but mostly
about what you would like your
money to do for you. Understanding money is not something
that you should worry about. You
are not expected to be a finance
whiz kid,
but need to spend time understanding your own and your family’s finances.

2

Understand income and
make expense budgets –. As a
young woman, you may be earning and/or may be the manager
of the family income. Understand what comes in (income /
cash inflow) and what goes out
(expenses/outflow). Women are
usually the ones who have a
good sense of the household
expenses. This trait helps when
you set out to make a monthly
budget. Track how you are doing
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against this budget each
month. Keep tracking for many
months till you have agood
sense of what is the cash surplus
you generate. Remember what’s
important is not how much
money you make, but how much
you keep. The important point is
to understand ways to increase
the cash surplus that you generate and save that each month.
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AS MONEY DOES
MATERIALLY AFFECT A LOT
OF OUR LIVES’ DECISIONS,
IT IS VERY CRUCIAL THAT
EVERY YOUNG WOMAN
DOES DELVE INTO MONEY
MATTERS AND PLANS
AHEAD FOR HER LIFE AND
HER FINANCES.

3

Understand saving is not
equal to investing – Remember that just because you save
some money each month, doesn’t mean that you would have
enough of it for all your goals. It
is important to invest these sav-
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WOMEN
SHALINI DHAWAN lists areas which first time investors can consider

4

Understand your current and
ideal asset mix – Investing by
itself would also not guarantee
funding your dreams. It is important to understand how near or
far you are to your goal years.
Accordingly set up an investment
plan to invest in equities and/or
fixed income depending on your
time horizon and risk appetite.
Consult a SEBI Registered Investment advisor if you need guidance. Spend time to understand
your existing investments. Do
remember to consider employee
provident fund contributions as

well. For new investments,
remember that equity investments are made for five years
plus horizons at least. For dreams
that are to be funded within three
years, fixed income investments
are better suited.

advisor to provide you a in
depth understanding of the
investment product before signing on the dotted line. Make
separate buckets of investments
for important dreams and goals.

investments are healthy or need
any course correction.

7

Consult advisors for tax and
legal matters on a case to
case basis – Once you have
embarked on the investment
journey, having trustworthy tax
advisors would be advisable as
your corpus grows. Consulting a
legal advisor may also be advisable for making a will in the later
years when you have a family.
Being young has its advantages.
Learning something new such as
your managing your finances and
money is easier when you are
young, and there cannot be a
better time than now to start this
journey. So dive right in today.

6

Track your finances and
Understand investment
investments at regular inter(The author is Co-Founder and
avenues and make a plan –
vals – Once you have made a
Director of Plan Ahead Wealth
As today’s young woman, you
plan and executed it, track every
Advisors can be contacted on
are exposed to many emotional
six months so check if your
shalini.dhawan@planahead.in)
advertisements of investments and/or insurance
TIME HORIZON FOR
LESS THAN
ONE TO
FIVE YEARS
products promising
INVESTMENT
ONE YEAR
THREE YEARS
PLUS
everything under the
Investment
Bank Fixed Deposits,
Short term debt funds,
Diversified equity
sun. Be aware of what
Options*
Recurring Deposits,
Medium term debt
mutual funds, balanced
the product is – is it an
(*depending
on
Liquid
mutual
funds,
funds,
National
Savings
mutual funds, Stocks,
insurance plan or a
time horizon and
Ultra short term
Certificate, Bank Fixed
Public Provident Fund,
mutual fund or an unit
risk profile)
debt funds
Deposits, Recurring
KVP, Sukanya
linked plan that you are
Deposits
Samriddhi Yojana
investing in. Ask your
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eera Sanyal is a name to
reckon with in Mumbai
political circle but she’s not
just a politician. This former banker
– her stint in banking spans over
two decade – has been working hard
for the upliftment of socially and
economically backward sections of
our society through her social work,
non-profit organisation and her
public service. Sanyal’s unwavering
focus on women empowerment is
both inspiring and praiseworthy. In
a tête-à-tête with FPJ, she shares her
story and views on many aspects of
our society. An excerpt from the
interview...
From a banker to social activist,
and now a politician. How did
this journey happen?
● I was fortunate to have a very
happy and successful career as a
banker. However, the 26/11 terrorist attacks on Mumbai were a big
shock to me, just as they were to
the entire country. My office, just
behind the Hotel Oberoi, was
directly impacted. My mentor and
senior colleague in banking, Ashok
Kapur, was killed by the terrorists.
The attacks were a turning point in
my life. I decided that if I wanted
things to improve in my city and
my country – whether it was governance or safety, then I had to
participate actively – not just criticise and complain from the comfort of my home. So in 2009, I
stood for the Lok Sabha election as
an independent candidate from
South Mumbai. This marked the
beginning of my journey into public service and politics.
During your term as the CEO
and Chairman of the RBS, you
mentored the micro finance
programme, which helped over
650,000 lakh rural women. What
were the reasons that pushed
you for this programme?
● My career with ABN AMRO/RBS
(ABN AMRO was acquired by RBS
in 2007) spanned 21 years. From
the time I joined the bank in 1992,
I was privileged to be given many
opportunities to start new areas
of business for the bank – from
Project Finance and Investment
banking, to setting up the Bank’s
Global BPO. We started Micro
Finance when it was not obligatory for banks under the priority
sector commitments – and were a
very significant bank in the field.
Some of my happiest memories
are the visits to our women beneficiaries in remote parts of the
country and seeing the successful
micro-enterprises with which
they had transformed their lives
and that of their families.
Today, you are working with the

Wearer

of many hats
Trust Meera Sanyal to
take up the cudgel for
every cause which will
help the mankind in
general and Mumbaikar
in particular. She’s no
doubt one of the most
loved public figures
of the city, says
RONAK MASTAKAR
MBpT, for development of the
Eastern Water front (Portlands),
what are your views on developing eastern water front?
● I firmly believe that reclaiming
Mumbai’s PortLands is the key to
the re-jeuvenation of our great
city. This area measuring approx
1000 acres in the heart of our city
can provide the much needed
social infrastructure and public
amenities that we are starved of:
Schools, colleges, hospitals,
libraries, sea facing promenades,
parks, arts and cultural and centres, entrepreneurial incubation
hubs and more. This was the core
agenda of my 2014 Lok Sabha
campaign.
Tell us about the whole idea of
stopping coal dumping near
Sewri, and achieving that feat.
● We started working on the coal
mountains in 2014. Initially we
tried meeting and writing to the
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Punthi Shah-Lad (Advocate)

WOMEN EMPOWERED
OR OVERPOWERED?

Investment
planning for
ings so that they grow to a
meaningful corpus. Just saving
the money each month by leaving it idle in your bank account
is not going to help you.
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authorities, ministers, MPs and
MLAs of the area. But sadly no
action was taken. Through a
series of RTI’s we were shocked to
discover that none of this coal
was meant for Mumbai – it was
being offloaded here and then
transported by open trucks and
rail wagons to a Mahagenco plant
in Bhusaval 455 km away from
Mumbai. Admiral Rao and I
decided to file a PIL in the Mumbai High Court with the help of
our advocate K Kaushik. We got
great support from the local residents and also many journalists.
Your working isn’t just limited
to the Indian soil.You have been
a part of several forums and
platforms abroad, spoken for
and on women rights and
emancipation...
● Though the context and geography differ, I have found that many
problems are universal – and we
can all learn from the experiences
of each other. In addition to issues
of women empowerment an area
very dear to my heart is children. I
am privileged to serve on the international board of Right to Play, and
organisation that works to heal the
lives of millions of children around
the world affected by war, violence
and poverty through the power of
play. They are doing yeoman work
in Africa, with Syrian refugees in
the West Asia and Europe, children
in Afghanistan etc.
Coming to your work abroad,
how can one miss your association with Hillary Clinton...
● In 2012, the then US Secretary

of State Hilary Clinton invited me
to join her International Council
of Women’s Business Leadership.
It has been a great honour to
serve on this council, as a representative for Indian women, and
to learn from the many inspiring
ladies who are part of the Council.
I am still a part of the Council.
When it comes to economy,
where do you think women of
today stand?
● Ours’ is a big and complex
country – and the answer to this
question will differ from place to
place and sector to sector. However, there are a few trends that
seem to be true across the country. Girls are now receiving education across the country – and in
many cases their academic results
are better than boys. More and
more young women are entering
the formal work force and continuing to work after marriage. The
legal framework in India tries to
prevent gender discrimination,
though statistics indicate that we
have still not reached a position of
equal pay for equal work. At senior levels there are still not
enough women – indicating that
there is a sharp attrition in mid
level management. Organisations
that have senior women have better results – look at ISRO!
What suggestion will you give to
girls/women considering entering politics?
● Join the right party – one that
respects and honours the dignity
of women – both in words and
deeds.
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ai, don’t wait with your
rickshaw outside my
school…
I don’t like it,’
my son tells me. He doesn’t
want his friends to know that
his mother is a rickshaw
driver. He feels embarrassed,’ says Sheila Gaekwad
with a tone of sadness in her
voice.
Sheila is one amongst the
handful of lady rickshaw
drivers spotted on the Mumbai streets. When her husband was diagnosed with a
heart problem in 2010, Sheila
took the dramatic decision to
drive to support the family. “I
needed to look for more productive avenues to earn and
support the family,” she
explains matter-of-factly.
That event changed the
direction of Sheila’s life. Yet, I
am curious about why she
chose to take up something
unconventional like driving
a rickshaw, a job not traditionally done by women.
It was a mix of chance and
grit. Sheila previously
worked in a creative handicrafts workshop where her
job involved stitching dolls
and clothes. But a unique
project for women employees there, gave her the skills
she needed to shift gears. “I
was lucky that I had undergone training for driving a
rickshaw there,” says Sheila.
“But I did not once think I
would actually put that skill
to practical use until my husband’s heart condition compelled me to look for solutions.”
But learning to drive and
having a licence is one thing,
getting a permit and driving
a rickshaw for a living quite
another. “There were about
15 women who were trained
to drive a rickshaw under the
project. But none of the others drive a rickshaw. Even I
may not have turned to it,
had other compulsions not
forced me to think in that
direction,” says Sheila.
When she first shared the
idea with her husband, he
didn’t take it seriously. “My
husband told me I won’t be
able to do it,” she reminisces.
But around that time, she
heard that the RTO intended
to issue a batch of rickshaw
permits to women. That
encouraged her.
She obtained a bank loan
and made an application for
a permit. Sheila was issued a
Ladies Permit to ride a rickshaw. And the day to begin

ecently, I read about a survey conducted a few years ago on how
much control do Indian women have over different aspects of their
lives, and I was appalled by the statistics. It illustrated that even up
to the years 2011-2012, only 5% of Indian women had sole control in choosing their husbands, and an alarming more than 74.2% of them needed permission to visit a health centre. Despite the claims of rising literacy rates, economic freedom and better health facilities one wonders if the Indian woman
is really empowered. As a lawyer I come across many women who are still
ignorant of their legal rights, hence I thought this should be the first topic for
my maiden column.
The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005: This law
was enacted for more effective protection of the rights of women guaranteed
under the Constitution of India who are victims of any kind of violence occurring within the family and for matters connected herewith. The legal breakthrough achieved under this law is that it covers those women who are or
have been in a relationship with the abuser where both parties have lived
together in a shared household (i.e. Live-in relationship) and are related by
consanguinity, marriage or through a relationship in the nature of marriage
or adoption.
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition
and Redressal) Act, 2013: An Act to provide protection against sexual
harassment of women at workplace and for the prevention and redressal of
complaints of sexual harassment and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. Sexual harassment results in violation of the fundamental
rights of a woman to equality under Articles 14 and 15 of the Constitution of
India and her right to life and to live with dignity under Article 21 of the Constitution and right to practice any profession or to carry on any occupation,
trade or business which includes a right to a safe environment free from sexual harassment.
Law of inheritance: Under the Hindu Succession Act, 1956, a daughter is
entitled to equal share in the property of the Joint Hindu Family alongwith
the son. Even the Indian Succession Act, 1925 entitles a daughter including a
married daughter to an equal share in the estate of her deceased parents.
Abiding proper Police Procedure: Under the Courts’directives issued
under the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973, every police station must have a
lady officer, not of a post below that of Head Constable, available round-theclock and the police shall also help the victim of sexual assault of any degree
with counselling assistance and further aid towards the betterment of the
victim. Besides, a woman can only be searched by a lady officer and can be
arrested only in the presence of a lady officer. A woman cannot be arrested
before sunrise or after sunset, however, exceptions can be made under the
directive of the magistrate.
The Dowry Prohibition Act , 1961: This Act read with Section 406 of the
Indian Penal Code, 1860 has made both giving and receiving dowry as a punishable offence.
To conclude, efforts should be made at the grass root level to make
women aware of their legal rights and how they can be exercised to their
advantage.

her new life as a rickshaw
driver neared. “I was scared,”
she says remembering that
first day. “I was nervous…
not
sure I would be able to manage. I started by ferrying my
children to school and back,
to gain confidence. But I had
a good first day. And that
helped me carry on,” she
explains as she looks back at

BREAKING
GENDER
BARRIERS

It was by chance that
MALLIKA IYER took
this auto rickshaw
driven by a lady
Sheila Gaekwad.
Her story touched
her so much that
the writer was
compelled to pen
down her experience
on that ride
her journey.
I ask her how customers
react when they see a lady
behind the driver’s handle.
She laughs. “Women customers make it a point to
remark that they are happy
to see a lady driving a rickshaw. They always have a
word of encouragement to
offer. Most men don’t react.”
Candid in her demeanour
and wise in her outlook,
Sheila notes that most people are supportive. “Aside
from the initial fears and

doubts, everyone in my family encouraged me,” she says.
From the traffic policeman
to fellow rickshaw drivers,
she receives only words of
encouragement. “But there
are those rare samples,” she
smiles, “who say nasty
things. I just ignore them
and their remarks.”
Sheila’s rickshaw has been
allotted under a lady’s permit which means, she can
rent it out only to another
lady driver. “But I don’t know
any other lady who drives a
rickshaw,” she says with a
shrug of her shoulders.
There are good days on the
road and bad. There is the
constant worry about repaying the loan. There are preju-

On a ride: Sheila Gaikwad
in her rickshaw
dices and biases. But Sheila
takes them all in her stride
and speaks only about the
opinion that matters most to
her: Of her children.
While Sheila’s son is uneasy
that his mother is a rickshaw
driver, her daughter is more
accepting of it. “My son tells
me to wait about 100 meters
away from his school when I
go to fetch him. He doesn’t
want his friends to see his
mother driving a rickshaw.
But my daughter invites all
her friends to take a ride
home from school in her
mother’s rickshaw. They
have diametrically opposing
views,” she laughs.
And when she can turn her
son’s view around, she says,
will be her happiest day.
“When my son feels proud
of what his mother does,
understands that I have broken the gender barriers for
his sake and do this for his
happiness and for the family,
I will be very proud and
immensely happy.”
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